
PLYDOLEX
PR-420x135-40

Plydolex 54 Holes Wall-mounted Paint Organizer
Compatible with Tamiya®

Assembly instruction

   Set contains:

This set contains 21 “F” details. You will need 18 of them to assemble the organizer. 3 others are extra details.

Video assembly 
guide               

Tamiya® is a registered trademark of KABUSHIKI KAISHA TAMIYA (TAMIYA, INC.). Any mention of Tamiya® is for reference purposes only. ALL RIGHTS
RESERVED by their respective trademark holders. No challenge to any intellectual property rights is intended or implied by representations 

of compatibility and no endorsements of any of our products by any other company is implied or represented.

Wall screws are not included

PDF assembly 
guide  



Assembly:

Fasten inserted parts using elements F.

Parts required: F x 7pcs FASTEN
F

Turn the organizer frontwards and install the second 
E part as shown on the scheme. You can flip the organizer 
vertically for more convenience. Fasten the installed part 
using elements F (as in step 2).

Parts required: E, F x 9pcs FASTEN
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Insert parts A, B and C into slots of part E as shown  
on the picture.

Parts required: A, B х 5pcs, C, E
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Turn the organizer backwards. Insert parts A and D  
as shown on the scheme. Fasten inserted parts
using elements F (as in step 2).

Parts required: A, D, F x 2pcs FASTEN

D
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This is a non-licensed product. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED by their respective trademark holders. No challenge to any intellectual property rights is intended  
or implied by representations of compatibility and no endorsements of any of our products by any other company is implied or represented.

Also this set includes special key K 
that will help you insert fixing  
element F more conveniently.

During the assembly,  
you will need to use element F
to fasten the parts. All steps that  
require using this element will be  
indicated by “FASTEN” sign.

To make the construction more solid, we recommend using glue for the assembly.

Contact us by email with any questions or suggestions - info@plydolex.com
We value your feedback and are here to assist you!

Your organizer is ready to use!


